Find the Hidden
Pictures in Murals
Hunt
Look more closelyScavenger
at the murals in
the exhibits
to find hidden pictures. The poems below give
you clues of where and what to search.
Skates & Rays Exhibit
In this mural of rays and skates
You might find a few of our CMM mates
Three heads, two left and one far right
Look below the sand line, about knee height.
(And for those who have extra keen sight
In the underside of a ray sits a mermaid slight.)

Paleontology Hall
Look where the world began,
A bright swirling storm of sand.
Can you see the faces three:
A man, a woman, and a mystery?
The Calvert cliffs loom tall and barren
But all is not quite as it might seem.
Can you find two otters, one dragon?
And high up above - "The Scream"?
Here in the Miocene the woods are eerieThere's something there that defies theory.
Look closely just among the trees
And count the aliens, if you please
This skull is the head of a rather large whale
In the bone is a director's face, (he's male)
Down toward the tail, staring without fuss
Is the muzzle of a lone canis lupus (wolf).
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Happy Hunting!

Maritime Hall
Look high among the fluffy clouds:
A playful mammal is drawn to the crowds.
And again, just over the tallest boat sail
Swims an ancient predator with a powerful tail.
To the far right is a piling;
It's painted upon a wooden post,
With barnacles thick along the length.
You may spot two faces, smiling.
One, the visage of an old sea ghost.
The other, a sailor-man of great strength.
Don't be alarmed by this mythical creature,
They are well-known for their beautiful features.
To the left of her tail, hidden in the spray:
A head like a horse that doesn't neigh.
In the cliffs composed of clay, not schist
Find the face of our resident Paleontologist.
In the place near the water blue
A woman and a cat peek out at you.
No matter how many secrets you see,
There's always more, I guarantee.
Hidden in the scene, search for a mastodon head in your quest.
Fine details include a butterfly, native village, and CMM treasure chest.
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